Students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher: A qualitative study
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ABSTRACT

Background: Current experience shows that at the end of the medical education process, there is relative lack of knowledge, skills, communication, and attitude which are necessary for an effective young doctor. It is the gap in medical teaching. Competency of medical teacher plays an important role in transforming the young medical student into an efficient young doctor to meet this gap.

Objectives: To formulate the students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher. Materials and Methods: Qualitative descriptive study was conducted using focus group discussions. The study participants were consented medical students. Results: The transcribed text data were subjected to conventional content analysis and identified 278 meaning units. These codes were categorized and eight themes were generated regarding the students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher. They are good communication skill, adequate knowledge, attitude to demonstrate, concern for students, teaching skill, professional development, personal qualities, and interpersonal skill. Conclusion: The findings of this study can be discussed in teachers training activities under medical education units which may help to bring out attitudinal change and skill development among the medical teachers.
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Graduating a medical student to an independent clinically competent doctor is a complex process [1]. Medical schools have obligation to produce physicians who are capable to address broad social issues relating to well-being [2]. However, experience shows that at the end of medical education process, there is relative lack of knowledge, skills, communication, and attitude which are necessary for an effective young doctor [3]. Throughout training process, importance is given for cognitive domain, but not for the psychomotor, and affective domain or attitude and communication skill. In many situations, the young doctor is not able to communicate properly with people and to empathize with the patient or their relatives. This is the key issue in straining of the doctor-patient relationship in the contemporary society.

This reflects the inadequacies in our curriculum and teaching-learning-evaluation process in making of an efficient young doctor. We have to instill the principles of holistic approach than a simple curative approach. Effective teaching is essential to produce good quality doctors, [4] which can be done only by competent teachers. This plays an important role in transforming the young medical student to an efficient doctor. A competent medical teacher will effectively train and transmit knowledge, skill, and attitude to new incumbent of medical profession [5]. Many researchers have studied the characteristics of an effective teacher through student rating and expert opinion [4].

Students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher may come closer to the concept of an ideal teacher. Perception of students has role in recognizing the qualities of a good teacher [6-9]. Understanding regarding students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher can be utilized in training activities of medical education units so that the competency of teachers can be improved. In this background, the present study aimed to formulate the students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is a qualitative descriptive research which used the focus group discussion (FGD) conducted among medical students of Government Medical College, Thiruvananthapuram. Students of Phase II who have given consent were included in the study sample and were selected according to purposive sampling technique. Focus groups were formed with six students each. We continued the FGD till we reached a saturation point regarding students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher. With 4th FGD, we reached a saturation point; we did not get any more new responses regarding the topic. The data were analyzed using conventional content analysis [10].

The study has started only after getting ethical clearance from Institutional Ethics Committee. The audio-recorded interviews of each FGD were transcribed verbatim immediately after group discussion. All transcribed data were read repeatedly to obtain a sense of the whole [11]. After understanding, transcribed data were read using line-by-line analysis to identify meaning units.
about participants’ perspective of a competent medical teacher. Then, meaning units were abstracted through condensation and were labeled as codes (condensed meaning unit). Participants’ statements and implicit concepts were used for coding. Codes were compared for similarities and differences and subcategorization and categorization. Categorization of codes generated themes. Each theme was collated with participants’ statements to produce ultimate definition of theme [12,13]. Finally, identified themes were compiled to formulate students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher. Qualitative rigor and trustworthiness of data were ensured by two independent researchers who analyzed data separately.

RESULTS

All participants were single and majority was girls (75%). Data analysis revealed 278 meaning units, and on categorization, eight themes were generated. They were communication skill, knowledge domain, teacher as a demonstrator, concern for students, teaching skill, professional domain, personal qualities, and interpersonal skill. 38 categories or subthemes were identified under eight themes. These are students’ perspective or reflections about medical education and medical teacher.

Theme 1: Communication Skill

Four subthemes were identified in this theme, poor interactive class, poor humor sense, poor audibility, and necessity of imparting training to teachers to develop communication skill. Students discussed about poor communication skill of teachers during theory, clinical, and practical class. They reflected that “It will better to start the class in a pleasant and interactive manner,” “We are not getting chance and time to see and learn how to build up rapport.”

Theme 2: Knowledge Domain

Here, three subthemes were identified, adequacy of knowledge, poor expressivity, and preparation. They observed, “In our experience, all the teachers are having good knowledge, but poor expressivity.”

Theme 3: Teacher as a Demonstrator

This theme reflects the attitude of clinical teachers to demonstrate clinical signs to students in the wards. Here, two subthemes were identified; poor ward demonstration and no bedside clinics. Many participants were highly critical and reflected, “Only 20–30% teachers demonstrate,” “Some teachers will take clinical class away from the patient in a room so no cross-checking and our errors won’t be detected”.

Theme 4: Concern for Students

This reflects attitude of teachers toward students in various situations including academic and non-academic environment and includes cognitive and non-cognitive skills. The maximum number of meaning units (84) and subthemes (10) were identified here, and it reflects the importance students given to this theme. Subthemes were poor concern for variations in the academic level of students in lecture class, punitive approach while making the class interactive, student insensitive classroom management, unfriendly and ridiculing attitude of teachers in clinics, poor concern for weaker student, uneven distribution of good clinical teachers among clinical units, negative perception and improper collection of feedback, unfriendly and non-generous attitude of examiners, unapproachable teachers, need for mentoring, and tutorial system. Students criticized that “Teachers won’t explain some words with the assumption that everybody knows it.” Unfriendly and ridiculing attitude of teachers are a problem faced by students. They complained that “Some teachers ridicule us in front of patients and nursing staff by asking,” “Is this the way to take history? Is this the way of physical examination?,” “It is humiliating and we will lose confidence.” Students reflected their wish as, “Teachers should inspire us,” and “Empathetic and understanding teacher will create interest in students.”

Majority of the students observed that many teachers are unapproachable, “We are afraid to approach 90% of the teachers,” “We are having bonding with our school teachers; but, we don’t have such intimacy with anybody here.” Students need emotional support. They commented, “Teachers should give attention to our personal matters also.”

Theme 5: Teaching Skill

Students were highly critical of poor teaching methodology. Here, eight subthemes were identified. Poor teaching methodology, ineffective use of powerpoint presentation, time-tested chalk and blackboard, poor clinical teaching method, unsupervised class by residents, defects of symposium, no integration in integrated teaching sessions, and the need of training in teaching-learning methodology.

Among these, first four narrates the problems in theory teaching. Some of the critical observations were, “Teaching methodology should be changed in between and attention can be maintained by giving a situation to think and interact.” They also stated “It will be better a topic is linked with current affairs or an old story to start with,” “It will be better if class topic is summarized at the end.” Their criticisms about power point were, “Slides contain text passages and rush through them without explaining” and “Blackboard will increase interaction and intimacy with teachers.” Many students criticized poor clinical teaching methodology. Some of them were “In some clinical postings, classes were taken without proper planning and preparation,” “Some teachers will ask us to take a case with finding, without showing specifically any patient. How can we identify the patients with finding? All will look alike.” Here, also, they commented that some teachers were excellent.

The majority were critical about the class is taken by some residents like “Postgraduates will paste text in powerpoint slides
and read it in class. Their aim will only be to finish the topic.” Many were highly critical about the way symposium is being conducted. They stated “In symposium, students present, and teachers say ok at the end. However, they won’t talk or summarize anything.” “Only simple topics should be given for seminars. Otherwise, we can’t understand.”

All students unanimously criticized about the status of the integrated teaching. They criticized that, “Integrated teaching has never been taken effectively,” “On a few days some teacher came alone and took class, but never together.” Regarding teacher training, they suggested “For improving the teaching skill, teachers should do homework,” “Teachers should be trained in teaching skill development.”

**Theme 6: Professional Development**

This specifies the need for continued learning and research activities among teachers. The subthemes identified were teacher as a researcher, awareness and concern for the curriculum/syllabus and teacher as a lifelong learner. Some of their observations were “Teachers should be researchers also,” “Some students are interested in research. It will be good if some interested and competent teachers talked to us about research.”

**Theme 7: Personal Qualities**

Here, five subthemes were identified, passionate teacher, role model as a committed doctor, role model as an ethical doctor, modest dressing, and unbiased attitude. Many students talked about passionate teachers they know. They stated, “Some teachers are willing to take extra class for us. They are hardworking and dedicated.” However, they observed, “Only 50% have the desire to teach.”

Regarding subtheme role model as a committed doctor, they stated, “If they behave empathetically toward patients, it will be a positive role model for us.” They demanded that “Classes should be given us for character development also, not for knowledge alone. We should be given some role models.” In subtheme role model as an ethical doctor, reflections of students revealed their awareness in ethics. One student felt very bad about a teacher who received bribe and stated that “We feel respect for some teachers from their ethical behavior as role model.”

The subtheme modest dressing suggests for dress code for doctors. They stated, “There should be strict dress code and role model to students,” “They should dress normally and have doctor-appearance,” “Some lady teachers will come with over makeup and body exposure. People will respect only people with modest dressing. One’s dressing should not divert the attention of others.” They cried that “Teachers will ask us to put up hair, but they will not do it.” Many students criticized about biased attitude of some teachers. They observed, “In certain female-dominated departments, all will be terrifying.” “In these departments, there is discrimination toward girls.”

**Theme 8: Interpersonal Skill**

Students responded about their perceived interpersonal relationships and problems among faculties and how it affects them. One student stated “Some teachers quarreled with each other on behalf of us, it is bad,” “We will be made scapegoat.”

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study, all identified meaning units and generated subthemes and themes from transcribed text of FGD reflect the students’ perceptions about their current experiences. The majority of reflections were about how a competent medical teacher, “should not be.” Even though students were highly critical about the current situation, their attitude was positive in hoping for a better change. It was reflected in their responses at the end. They stated, “Criticism should be taken in a broad mind; not personally,” “These points should be informed to every department. Our criticism is for the improvement. We hope this study may help in this direction.” We have to take their reflections positively. Students described that a competent medical teacher should have communication skill, adequate knowledge, and attitude for demonstration, concern for students, teaching skill, professional development, personal qualities, and interpersonal skill (Fig. 1).

Students’ perspectives of the characters of a competent medical teacher in the present study agree with the descriptive study by Malik and Bashir [14] and other studies [1,5]. Irby in his famous qualitative study proposed that an effective clinical teacher need to have clinical knowledge of medicine, patients and context of practice as well as educational knowledge of learners, general principles of teaching, and case-based teaching scripts [15]. Identifications of the characteristics of a teacher will help to enhance teacher-student relationship [16,17]. Reflections of students in the present study very well narrate the importance of communication skill in teaching-learning activities and patient care. The significance of communication skill as a desired trait for medical teacher was elicited by many researchers [4,7,18]. The importance of adequacy of knowledge was perceived by students [14] and teachers [4,15] in many other studies also.

![Figure 1: Students perspective of a competent medical teacher](image-url)
The importance of attitude to demonstrate in the ward was perceived in the present study. Many will have practical skill; however, a competent medical teacher should have the attitude to demonstrate clinical signs in the ward and tests in the laboratory. The importance of providing authentic clinical learning experiences, good organization of clinical sessions, and good supervision in the effective clinical learning was perceived by students in other qualitative studies also [1,5]. As one student stated, “Students will go after good teachers who take class and demonstrate to us.” The acceptance for such a clinical teacher will be high.

The concern for students was the highly discussed and perceived as a requirement for a competent medical teacher in the present study. It includes the student-friendly attitude that a teacher has to develop. According to them, the concern for the student makes the difference and builds up the student-teacher intimacy. It is very well reflected in their comment, “Basically, they should have love toward us. If they have love toward us, they can understand and teach us effectively.” Importance of non-cognitive skills was identified by many other researchers [14,19]. Students expect teachers help and assistance beyond academics. They wish for the continuance of tutorial system. They also seek teachers help for solving personal matters. Other studies also stressed the importance of tutorial system [19]. The teaching skill was mentioned as an important competency for a competent medical teacher in many studies conducted among students [14] and teachers [4,15]. Here, students specifically mentioned about issues to be improved in theory and clinical teaching. They suggested effective use of powerpoint in theory classes. Students pointed out the necessity of providing training in teaching-learning methodology to teachers. Researchers stressed the problem of the lack of training for teachers in this regard [20].

A competent medical teacher has to acquire professional development. A medical teacher has to be a researcher and a lifelong learner. Students stressed the need for research and their interest in research. Many other studies stressed the importance of professional development [4,5]. A good researcher can inspire the students also in that direction. Good personal qualities are essential for a competent medical teacher. Students perceive teachers as the role model for ethics and professional dedication. An ethical and dedicated teacher can inspire the students in the good direction. A competent medical teacher has to be unbiased in their dealings. Importance of personal qualities for a competent medical teacher was given by other researchers also [14]. Students also suggested dress code for doctors.

The present qualitative study reflects the students’ perspective on a competent medical teacher. It throws light into the gap between the expectations of the students and the reality with regard to the competence of a medical teacher. However, the present study is only an institutional one needs to be replicated to multiple centers.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The present qualitative descriptive study formulated students’ perspective of a competent medical teacher. Students were highly critical of present medical education system and teacher’s attitude in their reflections. They hope for a marked improvement through their critical and reflective feedback. Students perceived that a competent medical teacher should have good communication skill, adequate knowledge, attitude to demonstrate in clinics, good concern for students, good teaching skill, professional development, good personal qualities, and good interpersonal skill.
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